model or whether there are other mechanisms for producing such echoes. Possible mechanisms are wind-driven atmospheric waves excited by topographic features and various types of wavelike structures in the ionosphere driven by interactions with the solar wind.
Animal Evolution and the Molecular Signature of Radiations Compressed in Time
Antonis Rokas,* Dirk Krüger,. Sean B. Carroll-
The phylogenetic relationships among most metazoan phyla remain uncertain.
We obtained large numbers of gene sequences from metazoans, including key understudied taxa. Despite the amount of data and breadth of taxa analyzed, relationships among most metazoan phyla remained unresolved. In contrast, the same genes robustly resolved phylogenetic relationships within a major clade of Fungi of approximately the same age as the Metazoa. The differences in resolution within the two kingdoms suggest that the early history of metazoans was a radiation compressed in time, a finding that is in agreement with paleontological inferences. Furthermore, simulation analyses as well as studies of other radiations in deep time indicate that, given adequate sequence data, the lack of resolution in phylogenetic trees is a signature of closely spaced series of cladogenetic events.
Detailed knowledge of the phylogenetic relationships among Metazoa and their eukaryotic relatives is critical for understanding the history of life and the evolution of molecules, phenotypes, and developmental mechanisms.
Currently, with the exception of the well-resolved phylogenetic history of the deuterostomes (1), the relationships between and within protostome and diploblastic metazoan phyla remain unresolved (2) (3) (4) (5) . The uncertainty surrounding metazoan relationships may result from analytical and biological factors such as insufficient amounts of available sequence data, mutational saturation, the occurrence of unequal rates of evolution between lineages, or the rapidity with which metazoan phyla diversified (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Recent investigations concerning two critical variables of phylogenetic experimental design-the number of taxa and amount of data used-have guided our approach to metazoan relationships. It has been shown that taxon number may not be as critical a determinant of phylogenetic accuracy (8, 9) as the choice of taxa (10) . Thus, to investigate relationships among phyla at the base of the metazoan tree and within protostomes, we selected metazoans and closely related eukaryotes that included representatives from choanoflagellates, poriferans (one representative from each of the three poriferan classes), cnidarians (one representative from each of two of the three cnidarian classes), platyhelminths (two representatives), priapulids, annelids, mollusks, arthropods, nematodes, urochordates, and vertebrates (three representatives) (all taxa are listed in table S1).
The use of single or few genes is now recognized to be insufficient for the confident resolution of many clades (4, 11, 12) . In contrast, analyses of larger amounts of data have robustly resolved relationships in many taxonomic groups (11) (12) (13) (14) , even after allowance for a high percentage of missing data (12) (13) (14) . Thus, to increase resolution of metazoan relationships, we used experimental and bioinformatic approaches to assemble a data matrix composed of 50 genes from the 17 selected taxa (15) . Gene sequences from five key taxa were obtained through an automated polymerase chain reaction and sequencing approach we devised for the systematic amplification of large amounts of gene sequence data from cDNA of any metazoan (15) (table S2) . Gene sequences from the 12 other taxa were retrieved through bioinformatic means from public databases (15 A 50-gene data matrix does not resolve relationships among most metazoan phyla. Despite the large amount of data from taxa spanning the Metazoa, analyses of this data matrix and subsets thereof under maximum likelihood (ML) and maximum parsimony (MP) (15) still failed to resolve most relationships ( Fig. 1 and fig. S1 ). There was no significant support (defined as 970% bootstrap support) for the order of relationships between early branching metazoans or within protostomes. Resolution of well-established ''superclades'' (protostomes, bilaterians, vertebrates, and deuterostomes; and metazoans with choanoflagellates as an outgroup) was attained with moderate to high support, depending on the optimality criterion used. The recovery of these superclades suggests that our failure to resolve relationships within them is either due to aspects of our experimental design [such as systematic error artifacts resulting from violation of phylogenetic assumptions (16) ] or may reflect a prevailing limit to the resolution of certain clades in deep time.
One recurrent problem for phylogenetic inference in deep time is the phenomenon of long branch attraction (17) , under which unrelated taxa with long branches can artifactually be placed together. To test whether the inclusion of taxa with long branches [as visually identified on the ML tree ( fig. S1 )] had an effect on support values, we analyzed the data matrix, excluding long-branched taxa singly or in combination. For example, a clade joining platyhelminths and nematodes received moderate support, but all taxa in the clade are characterized by conspicuously long branches ( fig. S1 ). The removal of long-branched taxa had a negligible effect on support for most internodes (table S3) . For example, although support for protostomes and bilaterians did increase after the exclusion of nematode and platyhelminth taxa, the resolution of nodes within these superclades was not improved.
Clade support values can be very sensitive to the presence of ''rogue'' taxa whose placement on the tree may be unstable (17) . To test whether the presence of rogue taxa could be responsible for the low support in many internodes of the metazoan phylogeny, the least stable metazoan taxa in this data matrix were identified using leaf stability indices (15) . Removal of these taxa had a negligible effect on support (table S3) . Furthermore, tests of additional parameters, such as deviations in amino acid composition, did not account for the lack of resolution (15) . These results suggest that the low support values obtained are not due to the instability (or deviation) of a small subset of taxa but are the result of a systemic lack of support for relationships among most taxa.
Because the choice of taxa did not account for the lack of resolution in many key branches of the metazoan tree, we then considered two potential analytical explanations: the amount of missing data contained in the data matrix and the total amount of data used. By necessity of experimental design, the data matrix lacked, on average, 20% of the potential data per taxon (table S4) . However, large data sets can be surprisingly tolerant to a high fraction of missing data (13, 14, 18) , and reanalyses of the data matrix excluding the priapulid and the mollusk (the two taxa with the highest percentages of missing data; 68 and 54%, respectively) did not lead to noticeable changes in support (table  S3) . A second potential explanation may be that the data matrix still contains too few informative characters to robustly resolve phylogenetic relationships among protostomes and early branching metazoans. However, sequence variation is abundant between metazoan taxa, with 56% of the 12,060 amino acid sites being variable and 31% of the sites being parsimonyinformative (Table 1) . Furthermore, MP site pattern and ML mapping (15) analyses suggest that the differences in resolution between clades do not result from the number of informative sites per se, but in how these sites are distributed among alternative topologies ( fig. S2 ). In agreement with these results, twoto eightfold increases in the number of characters resampled by bootstrapping (15) (table S3) . Table 1 . Statistical attributes of the amino acid sequence data matrix. Numbers of variable, parsimony-informative, and singleton sites for the 50-gene data matrix are shown, including 16 metazoan, 1 choanoflagellate, and 15 fungal taxa. Percentages are reported in parentheses. All statistical attributes for the metazoan taxon set were calculated with choanoflagellates included. The mean observed distance (T standard deviation) corresponds to the average proportion of amino acid sites that are different in all pairwise sequence comparisons in a taxon set. The mean estimated distance (T standard deviation) corresponds to the ML-estimated average proportion of amino acid sites that are different in all pairwise sequence comparisons in a taxon set (15 suggest that neither the percentage of potential data missing nor the total amount of data in this data matrix can explain the lack of resolution among protostomes and early branching metazoans.
A remarkable contrast in phylogenetic resolution between two kingdoms. Given the time since the origin of Metazoa, another hypothesis is that mutational saturation (19) (20) (21) may have erased the phylogenetic signal originally contained in proteins' variable sites. Alternatively, the lack of resolution may be the signature of a closely spaced series of cladogenetic events occurring early in the evolution of Metazoa (7) . One means of testing these alternative explanations is by comparing the phylogeny of Metazoa to that of their natural sister kingdom, the Fungi (22) . The validity of this comparison rests on the inference that both lineages originated within approximately the same geological time frame, which is supported by the fossil record of both Fungi (23) and Metazoa (24, 25) , particularly recent finds in the Doushantuo Formation (551 to 635 million years old) (23, 26, 27) , as well as molecular clock analyses in which multiple representatives of both kingdoms are included (28) (29) (30) .
The availability of genome sequence data from many species spanning the fungal kingdom enabled us to sample exactly the same type and amount of data across Fungi as we did for Metazoa. We generated a data matrix containing 49 of the same 50 genes used for the metazoan phylogeny from a select set of 15 taxa representing most major taxonomic groups within Ascomycetes and Basidiomycetes (table S1). Examination of evolutionary distances and models of amino acid evolution for the 49 orthologs in each of the two kingdoms suggests that the tempo and mode of molecular evolution in this set of 49 genes has remained similar across the two kingdoms (table S5) . Furthermore, comparisons of evolutionary distances within this set of fungi and within their metazoan counterparts suggest that both clades have undergone similar amounts of evolutionary change, with Fungi exhibiting slightly higher mean distances [mean observed/estimated distances T standard error: Metazoa, 21.8 T 4.6%/23.4 T 6.2%; Fungi, 27.1 T 5.8%/31.7 T 8.2% (Table 1) ], a finding consistent with a similar date of origin (table S6) .
Phylogenetic analyses of the data matrix containing both Metazoa and Fungi showed a remarkable contrast in the resolution obtained within each of the two kingdoms. The fungal clade was robustly resolved, with the overwhelming majority of fungal internodes (11 out of 13) being significantly supported, irrespective of optimality criterion used (Fig. 2  and fig. S4 ). These relationships are generally in agreement with previous studies (31) . In contrast, again only 4 of 14 metazoan internodes were significantly supported under both optimality criteria.
The early history of Metazoa as a radiation compressed in time. The contrast in the resolution of the fungal and metazoan trees shows that neither the type nor the amount of data is a limit to the resolution of relationships within metazoan superclades. Therefore, the explanation for the sharp contrast in resolution may lie in differences in the tempo and pattern of cladogenesis within the kingdoms. One explanation for the contrasting resolution observed in the metazoan and fungal trees may be differences in ''stemminess: (32): a measure of the relative length of internal versus external branches. Theoretical work indicates that the accuracy of reconstruction is higher for trees exhibiting high stemminess (that is, trees with longer internodes and shorter terminal branches) (32) . In agreement with these studies, phylogenetic resolution is higher in the fungal tree, which is characterized by long internodes (Fiala and Sokal's stemminess index F 0 0.201), and poorer in the metazoan clade, where internodes are much shorter (F 0 0.121) (15) . These differences in degree of stemminess between the two kingdoms are also reflected in the distributions of parsimonyinformative sites (Fungi/Metazoa 0 5015/3701 sites) and singleton sites (Fungi/Metazoa 0 1518/3080 sites) along the branches of the two trees (Table 1) .
These contrasts in resolution depth, stemminess, and distribution of site categories between the two kingdoms are consistent with a history of major metazoan lineages characterized by closely spaced (tempo) series of cladogenetic events (pattern). Paleontological evidence also suggests a rapid tempo of cladogenesis near the origin of Metazoa approximately 600 million years ago, with poriferans (26), cnidarians (33) , and at least certain bilaterians (34) making their first appearance within 50 million years. Thus, inferences from these two independent lines of evidence (molecules and fossils) support a view of the origin of Metazoa as a radiation compressed in time.
Identifying the limits to resolution of cladogenetic events in deep time by simulation analysis. It has been proposed that, given adequate data, phylogenetic resolution for cladogenetic events of Cambrian age occurring as close as 1 million years apart will be achieved (35) . If true, with the amount of data 
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used here, the lack of observed resolution would indicate extreme compression of the metazoan radiation. Alternatively, the limit of resolution for internodes in deep time may be much larger than previously suggested.
To better understand the potential limits to the resolution of series of closely spaced cladogenetic events in deep time, and to explore how to interpret the lack of resolution when large amounts of data are available, we conducted a simulation analysis. The radiation of mammalian orders is particularly well suited for addressing this issue because it occurred within a small window of time (42 million years) an estimated 107 million years ago (36) , with many internodes estimated to span between 1 and 10 million years in length. We simulated the effect of increasing the elapsed time since the radiation on the phylogenetic accuracy of internodes within this 42-millionyear window, given adequate data and a rigorous model of sequence evolution (15, 20, 37) . S5 ). The numbers of internodes in all panels are according to (36) .
ternodes should not be affected, because all internodes are dated as 1 million years in length or longer. However, if the limits of resolution are greater than has been postulated, then the degree of resolution for several internodes should decrease as we move deeper in time.
The results of the simulations show a negative correlation between the amount of time elapsed and the accuracy with which internodes are resolved (Fig. 3 and fig. S5 ). For example, whereas almost all internodes in simulations assuming a 107-million-year time span are resolved near 100% accuracy (Fig.  3A) , the accuracy of several internodes in data sets simulating the lapse of a 600-million-year time span is low (Fig. 3, B to E) , contrary to predictions that data matrices of this size and properties should attain accuracy levels of 95% across all internodes (35) . These results suggest that the actual limits of resolution for closely spaced events in deep time is larger than previously thought (38) . To estimate the actual limit of resolution, we plotted the phylogenetic accuracy for each internode against the internode's length (in million years), assuming a 600-million-year time span. Results suggest that, even when very large data matrices are used, and under simulation assumptions that most likely represent the best of circumstances when compared to biological data, many internodes with lengths much larger than 1 million years are resolved with accuracies well below 50% (Fig. 4) . Thus, the limit of resolution of large data sets in deep time may differ by an order of magnitude from previous estimates (35) .
The lack of resolution as a signature of events compressed in time. The resolution of other clades of the metazoan tree, in which cladogenetic events are thought to be much further apart than 1 million years, has also proved challenging, despite the use of large amounts of data. For example, fossil evidence suggests that the three major lineages of lobelimbed vertebrates (lungfish, coelacanths, and tetrapods) first appeared within a time span of 20 to 30 million years approximately 390 million years ago (39) . However, resolution of the relationships among these three lobelimbed vertebrate lineages has not been obtained, despite analyses of more than 40 gene sequences from key taxa (40) . The lack of resolution of lobe-limbed vertebrates, of metazoan phyla here and of other problematic groups that diverged in deep time such as the arthropods, coupled with the simulation studies, suggest that, given adequate sequence data, the lack of phylogenetic resolution is a positive signature of closely spaced cladogenetic events.
Of course, the ultimate objective of phylogenetics is to resolve the true branching order within such important groups. So what are the prospects for doing so? It has been argued that the use of even more gene sequences will increase the resolution of such radiations compressed in deep time (35, 40) . However, the number of genes identifiable as orthologs, or usable in taxa that diverged in deep time, may actually turn out to be on the order of the number of genes currently being used in some studies (13, 40) . If the maximum number of genes that could further be added to existing data matrices is not much greater, even the use of all conserved gene sequences across metazoan phyla or lobe-limbed vertebrates may not suffice for accurate reconstruction of certain clades. Furthermore, although increasing the gene number greatly reduces sampling error (11) , the vulnerability to systematic error artefacts also increases (16) , perhaps explaining how different phylogenetic analyses can reach contradicting inferences with absolute support (41) (42) (43) . In such cases, the use of alternative types of molecular characters, such as rare genomic changes (44) (45) (46) , and the development of more realistic models of character evolution (47) may hold the key to further progress in resolving closely spaced ancient diversification events. Fig. 4 . The limit for resolution of cladogenetic events of Cambrian age, under the best of circumstances, may be an order of magnitude higher than previously thought. The phylogenetic accuracy with which internodes are resolved (the ordinate) is plotted against the length of each internode in million years (the abscissa). Data sets of two different lengths (data set in blue, 16,000 characters, of which 6000 are variable; data set in red, 73,000 characters, of which 28,000 are variable) were generated by simulation, assuming a tree with a 600-million-year time span. For many internodes with lengths much higher than 1 million years, resolution accuracy values are low, irrespective of data set size. Not all internodes of a given age exhibit the same resolution accuracy. 
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Separation and Conversion Dynamics of Four Nuclear Spin Isomers of Ethylene
Zhen-Dong Sun,* Kojiro Takagi, Fusakazu Matsushima
Molecules with three or more nuclei of nonzero spin exist as discrete spin isomers whose interconversion in the gas phase is generally considered improbable. We have studied the interconversion process in ethylene by creating a sample depleted in the B 2u nuclear spin isomer. The separation was achieved through spatial drift of this isomer induced by resonant absorption of narrowband infrared light. Evolution of the depleted sample revealed conversion between B 2u and B 3u isomers at a rate linearly proportional to pressure, with a rate constant of 5.5 (T0.8) Â 10 j4 s j1 torr j1 . However, almost no change was observed in the A g isomer populations. The results suggest a spin conversion mechanism in C 2 H 4 via quantum relaxation within the same inversion symmetry.
Nuclear spin isomers and their stability are fundamental concepts in quantum mechanics (1) . In accordance with Pauli_s principle, all molecules possessing identical nuclei with nonzero spin have distinct nuclear spin isomers (1). However, despite continuous study following the first separation and conversion of orthoand para-H 2 in 1929 (2), the interconversion dynamics of three or more isomers in larger polyatomic molecules remain poorly understood. In astronomy and astrophysics, the abundance ratios of nuclear spin isomers in the interstellar medium (ISM) are key parameters in probing the formation conditions in the past and anticipating subsequent processes in the future evolution of planetary materials and protostellar environments (3) (4) (5) . It is widely assumed that the conversion probabilities among nuclear spin isomers for the various molecules in the ISM are zero, even over time spans of millions of years. However, this is not necessarily the case (6-10).
To date, separation and conversion of nuclear spin isomers have been successfully studied for only a small number of polyatomic molecules: CH 3 F (6, 7), 13 C 12 CH 4 (8), H 2 CO (9), and H 2 O (11). Among the separation methods (6, 9, 11) , the light-induced drift (LID) (12) technique is one of the more powerful and sensitive tools. The principle of LID can be briefly described as follows: Let a powerful laser pass through a closed cell containing a low-pressure gas mixture of a laser-absorbing species and a nonabsorbing buffer gas. When the laser frequency is tuned to, for example, the red wing of the spectral Doppler absorption profile, a certain velocity class of absorbing molecules moving toward the laser will be excited as a result of the Doppler effect. Because the excited molecules usually have a larger cross section than the ground-state molecules, their mean free path will be smaller than that of the groundstate molecules. This produces a drift of the absorbing species moving in the direction of the laser beam with respect to the buffer gas and results in a concentration difference between the two ends of the closed cell. So far, however, insights from LID studies have been limited to molecules with only ortho and para isomers (gaseous CH 3 F and 13 C 12 CH 4 ). For a molecule with more than two nuclear spin isomers, such as the four isomers (A g , B 1g , B 2u , and B 3u ) of 12 C 2 H 4 ethylene, the possibility of interconversion remains experimentally unexplored. To address this question, we have assembled a spectrometer, following the design of Nagels et al. (7), to separate and monitor potential interconversion among the 12 C 2 H 4 nuclear spin isomers.
Ethylene has a simple structure and a point group (D 2h ) of high symmetry. There are two zero-spin 12 C nuclei and four hydrogens with active spins of ½. However, unlike ortho/para hydrogen, one cannot visualize the isomers by flipping the spin of individual nuclei. The symmetry characteristics of the four nuclear spin isomers of C 2 H 4 are listed in Table 1 (13) . Here the coordinate system and group theoretical definitions are the same as those given in the textbook by Herzberg (14) and that by Landau and Lifshitz (1); the x-y plane with the x axis parallel to the C0C double bond is the molecular plane, and the z axis is vertical to it. The four nuclear spin species correspond to different classes of J K a , K c rotational levels in the ground rovibrational state, where J, K a , and K c refer to the quantum numbers for rotational angular momentum and its projections along the x and z axes, respectively. An energy level of C 2 H 4 is of even or odd parity with regard to the inversion operation E* in D 2h (M) in the molecular symmetry group (10) . As the parity is given by (-1) Kc (15), the subscripts g or u in
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*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: zdsun@unbsj.ca Table 1 . Species of nuclear spin isomers (NSI) of C 2 H 4 (1, 14) . W is the statistical weight, I is the total spin of four equivalent hydrogen nuclei, and even and odd refer to whether K a and K c are even or odd integers. 
